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ATP: ADVANCING TEAM PERFORMANCE
Since its inception over 10 years ago, Advancing Team Performance (ATP) has been chosen for its cultural
impact on how we sustain and advance teams.
Over time, new products have been introduced and ATP solutions have evolved to better facilitate vital
conversations among teams, especially in today's climate. We recommend a variety of solutions to plug and
play, depending on the team's most urgent needs. Combined with online meeting formats, these new
solutions support ATP Coaches with skills to lead teams to higher levels of performance.

ATP is highly customized to the needs of your team.
During the ATP planning process, you'll work with a senior FOCUS consultant to access the team's
current state of the five ATP areas of focus. ATP solutions will then be targeted, as well as timing and
delivery format (virtual vs in-person) for your team.
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For more information or to get started, contact our Director of Client Services:
Ashley Martin Direct: 612-308-5700 A.Martin@FocusTools.com

Team Leaders Praise ATP by Focus Performance Systems, Inc.
“This was one of the most productive experiences I've had with a team." - Director, Project Management Office
“Team members were engaged throughout the process, absorbing each section. The team articulated they have clarity
on project scope, roles & responsibilities as a result of the ATP Process." - Director, NGS HT Automation
“The Purpose Statement is incredibly important and time must be spent to develop it appropriately.
The ATP process stimulated different thoughts and approaches to our team issues.” - Senior HR Manager

